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Using a low energy electrcm 
high lat i tcde satellite Injm III, 
detector on the low altitude, 
large dluz-.mil and latitude 
ef'fects have been observed for 10 keV electrons. It i s  found 
that intense fluxes af 1c.m energy electrons, 
j ( E ~  > 10 kev) 3 2.5 x 107 electram (cm 2 ster sec)-l, - - 
occur only d u r h g  local night between 1700 hours and 
(mgnetic local time) and t h a t  they occur only bet- 58" and 
76" imarient latitude. ~hese intense fluxes of low energy 
e l e c t m s  occur predcaniaantly duririg periods aP high geamgnetic 
activity. It is also found that a large change in the slope of 
the electron energy spectrum i s  associated w i t h  the trapping 
bcrundary far 4.0 keV electrons found at high latitutZes during 
local night, This change is frcsn a relatively hard spectrum 
Inside the boundary t o  a very soft spectrum just  autside the 
boundary. Tbe intense fluxes of very sof't electrons found 
bey- the 40 k e V  trapping boundary at law altitudes are 
thought t o  be related t o  the intense fluxes af l a w  enera 
electroas fumd by Gringauz and by Freeman at great distances 
om *he night side of the earth. 
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The existence of intense fluxes of law energy 
(Ee < 40 b V )  electrons i n  and near the outer Van Allen 
tmpping region has been established by a number of experi- 
menters. The first direct observatica of these electrons was 
made by balloon-lamrched rockets I n  1952 by Van Allen @5r 
and the 1- group. miller studies of electrms within visible 
auroras with rockets were made by Meredith et al. E95y, 
McIlwafa g9g, and NcMarmid et a. &36l and 1964qa 
~ s w s k i i  et a. E9637, O’Brien and fa~ghlin pg@J, - 
m- et ST. GgfZJ, sharp et a. &W a and y, and 
 ree em an 
e1ec-s with satellite-borne experiments. 
of mswskii et do 
and S- et do #64 a ana FJ were made at law altitudes on 
near polar orbiting satellites. Wir reported maximum 
energy fluxes of 360 ergs (cm sec ster)*l (wlth 
400 ergs (cm see ster)-l (E, - > 1 keV); and 100 ergs 
(cm sec Ster)” (Ee - > 2 keV), respectively, m in good 
agreement wZth me andher. Freemen using 
Bcplarer 12 data, r e p e e d  the existence of a large fZu% of 
have report4  measurespents made on such 
The measurements 
~ ‘ ~ r i e n  ~ D B  ~ u g ~ i n  /rstp7,
2 = 10 keV); 
2 
2 
sof% electrcns an the night side near the gecmgnetic 
equator atside the trapping baundary far k e V  electrons 
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in the outer Yaa Allen bel t .  5 ? s e  fluxes were of the d e r  
~f ., 109 electrons (cm sex ster)-l far (tll assumed av- 
electron energy a9 10.b~. These results a m  in general 
agreemerrt with those of cs'ingauz et al. Dw who found a 
8 i m K a r  region of low energy electrons un a single traversal 
of thia region &l th  the flmik 2 space probe. 
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It i s  the purpose of this paper to  report the results 
obtained with a l o w  energy electron (Ee > 10 keV) detector 
fLown an the law-altitude, high latitude satellite, Injun 3. 
tEhe QwI/U. of 1- satellite Injun 3 was launched m 
DC3cabe.r 13, 1% into an orbit Wth initial apugee altitude 
2785 km, perigee altitude 237 Irm, orbital inclination 70.h0, 
and perid 1l6 min E*~rien, -a, and Gurnett, l g q .  
-
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Ibe E3.ectron Multiplier was cmstructed aad calibrated 
by I). E, Gtilwell. The details of' t h i s  work are unpublished ht 
are documented in State University of Iowa Reseazxh Report 
63-28 puwell, I-, The Electran Multiplier consisted of 
a multiplier structure s i m i l a r  to thst of a conventicplal photo- 
multiplier. Incident particles, striking the sensitive m a  of 
the first dynode directly produced electrons by a mmxdaxy 
emtssion process. lzlese secondaxles were drawn am t o  
euccessive dylmdes by an accelerating potential, thus providing 
current multiplication. 
praportioa3al t o  the incident particle llnrmber f'lux snd this 
current was fed t o  a simple ne-glow tube relaxation oscillator 
whose &put frequency was a function of the current drawn from 
the circuit Input, In  this manner an analog t o  d ig i t a l  caw 
version af the anode current was accarrplished @ilwell, 19@. 
!be Electran Multiplier an Injun 3 was a 19 stage 
me resulting anode current was 
- 
Venetian bllnd structure modified f Y m  an Ascop 541 series 
photcmultiplier tube. %e dynode materiel was Ag (Mgo) with 
2500 volts applied t o  the dynode voltage div ider  resistors. 
The n in ind ,  design gain of the tube was t o  be ., 5 x 10 6 at  
this applied voltage Dilwe~, 1 ~ 7 ,  s t i l w e ~ . ,  upca 
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calibrating the dekctor, fomd the gain to be 2.5 x 16 and 
he attributed t h i s  differexice to  an absofbed monolayer of 
atmospheric gases an the dynode surfaces. 
Electron Multiplier was covered by a thin (86 ,a dun2) nickel  
foil which served two purposes. First, the presence of' the 
foil minimized felse 8ignaI.s due t o  ultra-violet and vlsible 
radiation fran the sun. 
make the energy threshold of the Electrcm Multiplier identical 
to that of anather detector, the D. C. Scintillator, far which 
the fo i l  was necessary in order to prutect it f'ran damage due 
to  sunlight. The absolute calibrations of this canpanion 
detector law prcnred to be untrustworthy in f l i ght .  The 
foi l  imposed a threshold on the nrultiplier of apprcximately 
10 l~ev for electrons. stilwell E m  has given a response 
function for the Electrcm Multiplier based an the preflight 
calibrations he perf'armRd (upper curve in Figure 3) .  In his 
post-lsusch calibration checks, he was able to determine thst 
the foil had guNivBd the first six mmths of satellite 
gpersticm and he stated that the gain had reaained ccastaaf 
t o  within CY 10s mer tM-s same period. These checks were made 
by noting the detector response to  Gudli&ht. As far the post- 
The aperture of' the 
Secomi, itwas deemed desirable to 
3-a  c m  - +LA o'i.,nrrl*&n -4- nQ +b nnrl+.*.nl)pp uu - W O U A . 4 W *  6- UL ..- WI- -=---- j SilmU 
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was able to say that no reascm had arisen to daabt the preflight 
celibratim of tbis v t e r .  
On Injun 3, which was magnetically oriented, detecta 
orientatiaus were referenced by the engle 8 between the curis 
cif the detect- and the satellite's magnetic axis. When the 
satellite was properly al-d, the 8 = 0' a x i s  was pasallel 
t0 the geamgnetic B-vector and was directed d m  into the 
ab- in the Bbrthern aemisphere. The Glectnl Multiplier 
was in  the 8 = 130" position snd measured particles which  bad 
a pitch-angle (the angle the particle's velocity vectar makes 
With the geawgmtlc &vector) of' 50" + 10" when the satellite 
.L 
swly mated ErBia, IBughlb, end GUX?lett, l g q o  
The orientation of the satellite was measured with two 
Schcmstedt flux gate magnetaneters maunted w i t h  their  xes 
parallel to 8 = goo and 8 - 130°, respectively. 
Since no &her detect= Wun 3 was eensltive t o  
lm energy electraas (Ee 40 keV), it was necessary t o  make 
8- assrmrptlaa Ipgardzng the electroa enargy spec- between 
10 keV ard 40 keV. Erop this reason, the calibratian points 
rert fapDen 2n a rogiopr af the inner zozte because the electaxm 
fluxes there am relatiye4 stable and their 
I s  relatively hard cangared t o  that aP the auter zom electram 
spectrum 
@", 1w. 
Since the Electrcm Wtiflier ccul re@ to particles 
through a seccmdary emlsslcm process ar photons through a 
phuto-electric process, it was first necessary t o  iavesti@x 
whether the multiplier V&B resparding to particles ar to 
li@ or x-rawp whlle in the irrner zone. Since the satellite 
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was equipped with an optical aspect sensor which "looked" in 
the same direction as the multiplier, all data taken when the 
sun was in the multiplier's viewing cone could be eliminated. 
and Laughlin /rm have investigated the Frank 
counting rate of Geiger tubes due to x-rays produced by particle 
bombardment of the satellite shell. Frank, using a 302-type 
Geiger tube, has shown that the maximum possible variation in 
the counting rate due to the extremes in particle angular dis- 
tributions barnbarding a spherical Injun 3-type shell was less 
than a factor of two. 
particles seen by Injun 3 would make this variation even 
smaller. 
be peaked at a pitch angle of go", it is argued that if the 
counting rate of the Electron Multiplier exhibited a definite 
angular distribution peaked at a pitch angle of 90°, then it 
was indeed responding to particles. 
by observing the response of the heavily shielded SpB detector on 
Injun 3, which was primarily due to bremsstrahlung and to 
penetrating protons. 
was independent of the satellite's orientation. 
tributions are shown in Figure 1, where a comparison can be made 
between the Electron Wtiplier response and the SpB response. 
Figure 1 demonstrates that the Electron Multiplier was responding 
to particles in the icner zone and not to x-rays. 
The actual angular distribution of 
Since the particle flux in the inner zone is known to 
This argument was strengthened 
This response varied monotonically and 
Four such dis- 
Zh mder to  calibrate the Electran mlt ip l l er l s  respoase 
to these particles, a simple spectral f m  was chosen and 8 
proper fit was made us- the rates of the variars detectax an 
the satellite. m the literattux the two pqpular spectral 
foamrs are the exponential (dN = No e'E/Eo dE) and the power law 
(dN = KEo7 dE). Although only a rough apprcxhtion, the 
expomnthl spectral farm bas been shown to give a fairly good 
spectml. fit fca: port1093s of the electra energy spectrum jn 
certain regions of the inner zone cest,  loan, and MUIZI, LH; 
PizzeUa et al., I-. ~n wun 3 in the 6 = 130" position, 
there were no defectors fran which  spectral infarmation could 
be &tallned. 
In the 8 pe 90" position# there were fuur detectars which 
could be used to determine the electron energy spectrum G'Brien, 
Iaughlin, and (3urnett, lw. 
directional 213-type cleiger tube with an angular field of 
view of about 26* diameter aad a window thickness of 
12  mg cm-2 of mica. It had an energy threshald for electrons 
of appraximately 40 keV. Detectur 3 was similar to detectar, 1 
but had an additional wlndaw thickness of 45 mg cmo2 of 
alminum, which gave this defector an energy threshald of 
Detector 1 was a thin windowed 
- p p A u r r v w u r y  --ru4--+slxr oGn L," -I. --- 9nr a1 ---_-_ p ~ t r - 6  mer d&;ectms 
ll 
were the SpL and SpH chEbMels of the -IC di f f erent ia l .  
electron spectrameter. These detectors were also 2i3-type 
Geiger tubes which were encased in a lead cylinder 3.5 g cm 
thick. !Pwo magnets bent electrans into SpL and Spa w i t h  
energy Ee such that 40 keV 4 Ee 4 55 h V  for SpL and 
80 kev 4 E~ 4 100 kev for S ~ H .  A third W-tm Geiger 
tube (SpB) encased ia the lead cylinder nreasured the ami- 
dlrectianal intensity of penetrating particles & brems- 
& r a . b l ~  and thereby permitted a background correction t o  be 
made t o  the above f a r  detectors .  
-2 
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Because of the large fluxes present in the Inner zone 
where these calibratians were made, detector 1 was operating far 
into the ncmalinear region of' I t s  apparent rate versusijrue rate 
curve. ~)rre t o  uncertaiitiea in this curve &:men, -win, 
and clupett, 19g1 it uas decided not t o  rely on detector 1 
in aqy mmer for this calfbratian. 
in  the  life of Injun 3, while the sa te l l i t e  was 
tmbling, detectors in the 8 = goQ position and the ~3.ectrcu1 
Multiplier (e = 19") measured particles Kith various pitch 
eIlir;les. A t  certain times the pitch angle of the particles 
measured by the de tec t a s  a t  8 = 90" was Identical t o  the pitch 
angle of particles measured by the Electron Multiplier. 
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A t  these times, us- the respauses of SpL and detector 3 
corrected for baclcgrauan, a two pe;reunster exponential type 
sgectrtun (dN = No eoWEo dE) was fitted for the energy range 
between 40 keV and 250 keV. A s  a f’urther refinmnent, the 
validity of this fit was checked by canparing the actual 
respmse of the SpH chanrrel with that predicted by the 
spectrutn. A spectral fit  was used as a calibration check only 
if the predicted and measured respanse of SpE agreed t o  within 
- + 4056. (E$ of the calibration points actuaJly w e e d  t o  
better than + 1546.) mble I i s  a list of the calibration 
poin*s used in this investigatiaa. Figure 2 is a graph of 
the results & the inflight calibration of the multiplier and 
these results can be canpered Kith the preflight calibrations 
made by StilweU &w. The preflight calibrations were per- 
fonaed up to en electron energy of apprcorimately 90 keVm The 
respanse ae the detector far energies above 90 keV was unknm 
but according t o  mining D m  the response function was 
probably constant to a first apprcadmaticm far Ee 2 90 keV 
up t o  at least 300 keV &e Bruining, page 457. In Figure 3, 
three assumed farms (A, 13, and C) of the high energy portion of 
the respaolse f’unctian are sham. Curve B was the respoase 
f’unction chosen far evaluatiag the data. The laver curve ia 
- 
- 
Figure 3 is the final result aP the inflight calibration of the 
absolute sensitivity of the Rec t rm Multiplier. 
In the 0 = 130" position there were two detectars in 
addition to the Electrapl Multiplier which were sensitive t o  
d-ct sunlight fi'BSien, Iaughlin, and Curnett, lw. The 
optical aspect sensar w&s a "yes-no" device telling when the 
sun was in its viewfag cme, and the D, C. Scintillatar, 
although proving unfrustworthy as a caUbrated detector, was 
very 8ensitive t o  sunli&t. Using these two detectors W the 
various partfcle detectma a93 the satellite, it was possible 
to tell when the Electron Multiplier was '?ooking" directly at 
the sun and a t  the same tjme had only a negligible #I&? 
respame, Responses of' this ldnd were tabulated throughat the 
life of the satel l i te  
revolu.tion are presented in 4. The responses are 
grouped in  three t l m e  periods because of favorable satellib 
orlentatim d u r a  these periods. Fran Figure 4 we infer that 
the foil survived the entire useful l i fe the  of the sa te l l i t e  
and that the had remained cmstant over the same period, 
This is in agreement w i t h  the earlier calibretion checks made 
by Stilwell E-. 
the maximum respcmses during each 
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It is now necessary t o  acamine the accuracy of the above 
described calibration procedure, There are three major areas 
in which errar could occur. 2Lhe first area i s  the assumption 
that an expasentfa1 spectrum fitted t o  the data between electrm 
energies of 40 b V  and 250 keV is val id  far electma energies 
d m  t o  10 keV. The secund mea is cmcerned with the errar 
present in the deteminatian of the spectral paremeters. 
This area includes the stated emar in the respcmse f'unctions of 
the various detectors, statistical errors  in the detector 
cuunthg rates, and error due t o  background corrections. 
The l a s t  area is cmcemed with the possible error incurred in 
the assumption of the Llgh-energy portion of the respcose 
Functiaa fan. the Electron W t i p l l e r .  We ViU. now investigate 
each of' these areas i n d i v i d u a l l y .  
The assumption that the electrau energy spectrum between 
10 b e V  and 40 keV can be reasonably predicted by a Immledge of 
the spectrum between 40 keV and 250 keV is the major assumption 
in this calibratim procedure. It was for t h i s  reason that 
reascmably "hard" spectra w e r e  chosen a6 calibratico points 
since there is very l i t t l e  low energy electros spectral2. infama- 
tlon In the litereture. For these %azd" spectra, the exponential 
spectral  form we have chosen predicts that appm0rimateI.y 75$ of' 
the electrons with Ee - > U keV (meamred by the Electron 
Wtiplier) have Ee - > 40 k e V  and are measured by ather 
detectors  an the satellite. !&?ref+-, regardless af the 
spectral form below 40 kevI thie callbration procedure sets a 
lawer limit on the electron fluxes measured by the Electran 
Multiplier. We believe tbst this procedure I s  the best 
ing ratio: 
\%t. 3 - 
where €$ = counting rate of the given d e t e c t a  
= amsidirectlonal geanetric fact@ Oi 
Q = unidirectioarsl geunetrlc fact00: 
In the response Anctican g (E ) is 2 208 E. D. Iaughlln, SPL e 
private ccaarmnicatig. we assumed a similar error for 
(E,). In OJCder to  avoid excessive uncertainties due %et. 3 
to backgrand corrections, data were used only if  the fall- 
conditions were met: 
With these restrictions and the possible errors preeeat in the 
anuidirectioDal geanetric factor ratios, the statlsttcal errors  
(aernmrinC1; 4 is a poissanian variable), end the stated mar 
in the response Functiaas, we believe each mtio calculated is  
accurate to + m. %s mar is due mostly t o  the stated 
error in the respcmse functims for SpL and detector 3 snd not 
to statistical errors in the data, To illustrate this fact 
the standasd deviatlan in the mean aP the 12 ratios used In this 
- 
procedure was 2.H. 
In investlgatin& possible error due to the assumptian cif‘ 
the high energy portim at the response f’mcticm for the ELectrar 
Multiplier, we are again faced with the difficulty of ass- 
a mesniagful, quantitative error. A s  an estimate, we cmslder 
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Since the satellite traveled adistsnce of 6 t o  7 krn in 
one seed aod the particle flux could change drastically over 
the wide region between naultiplier threshold responses, a 
restriction that the counting rate be equal t o  or greater thaa 
0.12 ccrunt/seccmd was imposed an this study. TUS exact figure 
was chosen because of t he  ease w i t h  which it could be recqplzed 
An the data format, For a relatively soft electrcm spectrum 
(3 keV - 4 Eo - 20 keV where dIV = I"' eoWEo dE), this counting 
r8te correspcmds apprcotimately t o  j (Ee 10 key) 2 2.5 x 10 7 
2 electrons (cm sec ster)-'. It is pointed aut here that the 
Electran Multiplier was equally sensitive t o  pmtons with 
Ep - > 
that the Electran Multiplier was responding only t o  electrms 
with Ee - 3 10 keV cannut be proved. Plausibility arguments 
in f'avor of this asamrptim however w i l l  be given in  
50 kev spd the assrrrmptian made through& this paper 
Append* XI, 
A caqplete tabulation of all ]Electran Multiplier respumes 
for L 3 2.0 (L is the genmrpnetic SW parameter 
Ew ) was made far the entire 10 months of Iqjun 3 data, On 
every occasim when the ELectKm Multiplier response equaled QT 
exceeded 0.1.2 coamtjsecd tine response ime P ~ S L S C  i= 
~ ~ U w a i n  
0 
cf 
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three ways: (1) Respase due t o  d i r ec t  sunlight, (2) response 
due t o  a large flux of electrons, i.e., a valid event, and 
(3) noisy or bad telemetry. 
The light respanses were easily distinguished fran the 
responses due to particles by using the solar aspect sensor and 
the Do C. Scintillator. For a light response, the solar aspect 
gave a "yestt reading indicating that the sun was in  its viewing 
cane and the Do C. Scintillatar's counting rate was 10 t o  
1.5 x 103 carnts/sec&. For a val id  particle event, the  solar 
aspect gave a "not* reading aad the D. C. Scintillator rate never 
exceeded 80 ccnmts/secand and was usually - 15 caunts/second. 
This latter rate I s  two orders of magnitude below the rate due 
t o  direct sunlight. In  only two cases was it believed that the 
Electrm Multiplier mght be r e s p d l n g  t o  light asd t o  particles 
sinniltaneausly. These tno cases were classified as light responses 
in t h i s  study. 
3 
The cr i te r ia  for the elimination of data  due t o  noise and 
bad telemetry were rather subjective and were based on past 
experience with the data. It was the purpose of this study t o  
make the final sample as trustworthy as possible. Of' the l lg1  
responses of the Electran Multiplier which were equal t o  or 
greater than 0.12 caunt/second, 622 were labeled as valid 
19 
particle responses, 426 as due to ught and 143 as due to noise. 
The small amount of data ( - l2$) eliminated as due to noise was 
found to be rand- distributed in any sample of Injun 3 data 
and therefore did  not affect the results of this study. 
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In order t o  Investigate diurnal or latitude effects a 
set of relevant coordinates must be chosen in which t o  arganize 
the data. To display t h e  data in this  paper we have chosen 
the 'invariant latitude',  A 
parameters of interest. 
and 'magnetic local time' as the 
The invariant latitude E'Brien, lw I s  derived 
simply frcm the L coordinate of McIlwain Ew by the relat ion 
2 LCOS A = l  . 
This parameter is used here because the I, parameter is found t o  
be very useful in introducing order into studies of trapped 
particles and because it is derived fran a much higher-order 
expression for ( a d  therefore a m m e  accurate description of') 
the gecPaagnetic f ie ld  than is the usual expression fm magnetic 
latitude E'Brien and !t@ylor, l g g .  The invariant lati tude A 
differs f r a n  the gecmmgnetic latitude generally by less than 2' 
mer Mrth America where most of the data in this study w e r e  
taken GIBrien, 19q. 
Magnetic local t h e  I s  defined as the angle be seen the 
planes which axe defined by the ge-etlc dipole axis snd the 
ezz~%h-s*~~ 2- m d  by the seamgnetic dipole axis and the earth- 
21 
center-satellite line. 
local the ,  see Appendix I.)  m e t i c  local time takes into 
account both the dai ly  and the seasonal variatians in the 
orientation of the geanagnetic dipole axis with respect t o  the 
earth-sun line. 
(For further ret;ltks on magnetic 
Because the motion and behavior af the particles under 
study in this paper are governed by the geamegnetic field, 
-tic local time is used here instead of the usual gecgraphic 
local tine. For the orbit of Injun 3, mag;netic loca3 time 
differs by as much as + 2.3 hours fran the correspcinding 
geographic l o c d  time. 
- 
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THE RESULTS 
The magnetic local. time and invariant latitude coordinates 
were calculated at points, eight seconds apart along the orbit of 
the satell i te through the regions where the  Electron Multiplier 
responded t o  large particle fluxes. 
plot of these responses. Two major effects are noted. Firs t  
there is  an almost complete absence of responses on the day 
side and second, the responses on the night side occur only 
between 58" and 76" invariant latitude. 
whether these are genuine effects or are merely due t o  non- 
uniform data sampling, we now investigate the sample density 
of Injun 3 data over the entire magnetic local time invariant 
latitude space (henceforth called the MLT-INV space). 
Figure 5 shows a polar 
In order t o  determine 
For a l l  useable Injun 3 data for  which L 2 2.0, the 
MLT and INV coordinates were calculated (16 seconds apart) 
along the orbit  of the satellite. 
sorted into "boxes" of 1 hour i n t e r v a l s  i n  MLT and 1' 
in te rva ls  i n  INV. AU. duplications of a given revolution 
number were eliminated from each box so t h a t  t h e  final 
number i n  each box represented the to t a l  number of times the 
sa te l l i t e  produced good data while crossing each element i n  
MLT-INV space. 
- 
These coordinates were 
T h i s  number is  therefore tine ~niiiiber of 
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opportunities t o  observe an Electrm Multiplier respoase i n  
that bax. 
The same sort in  MEI-INV space was performed on both the 
E3ectran Multiplier responses due t o  light and due t o  v a l i d  
particle events. With these three sorts  completed, the number 
in each bcnc of the  sort  of t h e  Electron Multiplier responses 
t o  sunlight was subtracted fran the number in  the equivalent 
box of the total sample density. This I s  necessary because 
once the Electron Multiplier responds to sunlight, It no 
longer has an upportunity t o  respond t o  a particle event in 
that region (although as was mentioned before only two cases 
were observed where a particle event might have occurred 
simultaneously with a l i g h t  response). 
in MI;T-IIW space for the va l id  particle respanses and the to ta l  
sample density corrected for l ight  respanses, we now investi- 
gate each effect noted in Figure 5 separately, 
With the distributions 
In order to investigate the diurnal effect we will 
assume for t h e  present that the latitude effect observed in 
Figure 5 I s  genuine. !Fherefare, we rest r ic t  the sarnple density 
b a  M I 2  t o  only those boores which lie between 58" and 76" 
invariant latitude. 
The results of this investigation are given in Figure 6. 
The frequency 09 occurrence for j <E, > 10 kev) 2 2.5 x 107 - 
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2 electrons (a see ster).' i s  obtained by dividing the number 
of events occurring within a one hour local time interval by the 
number of independent samples taken in that interval. It is  
observed that the diurnal  effect noted previously is valid and 
represents one of the most striking diurnal variations observed 
i n  geomagnetically trapped particles t o  date. 
With t h i s  diurnal effect established we select only the 
regica of MU-IlW space where 17.0 hours 4 MU < 7.0 hours 
as the appropriate body of data for investigating the  latitude 
effect. The results of this investigation are presented in 
- -
Figure 7, where again the f'requency of Occurrence is obtained 
by dividing the rarmber of events occurring within a one degree 
invariant lati tude interval by the number of independent samples 
taken in that interval. It is obsenred that the latitude effect 
noted previously is v a l i d  and that it has a rather sharp lower 
boundary a t  A r~ 60' (I, - 4 -0). This latitude profile i s  very 
similar t o  the profiles given for auroral frequency by 
Vestine B t c l i f f e ,  l g q ,  by Davis E9@7, - and by O'Brien 
and Taylor /rsw. - Further, Meeks E95y reported that 
observations made aver a period of a yeas in @+&IS49 at 
Portage l a  Prairie and Bakr Iake (geanagnetlc l a t i t u d e  59" N 
and 75" n) established that there are two lati tude peaks of 
- - 
occurrence of aurora in the night, one being a t  65" lV and the  
other at 68' N. Davis using five aU-sky cameras a t  - 
various stations in Alaska found a l'p.ronounced min(mum" a t  
66'-67' N geamgnetic latitude i n  the frequency of occurrence 
of werhead auroras far all data fran these stations Aum 
September 1957 t o  April 1958. 
various groups he found that the effect was much less 
On breaking the data down info 
praninent and finally attributed '%he apparent minimum t o  non 
uniformity of the observations". If, however, the'$ranuunced 
rn%nhum" i s  real, it i s  in 8greement w i t h  the results of Meek 
A sfmilar caubination of effects is evident in the latitude 
profile of the fkequency of occurrence of the Injun 3 intense 
electron precipitation events, although the resdution into two 
peaks is of ~ n l y  marginal stat is t ical  significance. (The error 
bar in Figure 7 represents the 67% probability brackets assuming 
tha t  the  nunher of occurrences in each interval is a Poissonian 
variable.) 
for aurora as a function of local t i m e  passes through a main 
It is noted also t ha t  the frequency of occurrence 
maxhum usually an hour or so in advance of local midnight 
B t c l i f i e ,  lw, and this again i a  slmi lar  t o  that observed 
fm the -tun 3 intense electran precipitation events in 
Figure 6. 
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Since there! seems t o  be a strong similarity between the 
behavior of auroral light emissian and these intense electron 
precipitation events, we now Investigate the correlation 
between these electron events and geunagnetic activity. 
this we use the daily 
pendent sample i n  W - I W  space (with the restriction that 
17.0 hours *: MZI! C 7.0 hours and 5 8 0 5 ~ ~ ~ :  76") as t he  body 
of data for t h i s  study. 
where the frequency of Occurrence of j (Ze > 10 keV) 
-.- > 2.5 x 10 electrons (cm sec ster1-l per 
is obtained by dividing the number of events associated with 
a given da i ly  sum in a l l  appropriate MET-IMT baxes by the 
corresparsding number frcnn  the sample density tables. 
observed fran Mgure 8 that there is a strang tendency for 
intense dumping events to occur m o r e  camnosly as the 
value Increases. 
To do 
sum index associated with each inde- 5 
- - 
The results are presented i n  Figure 8 
- 
5) 7 2 sum interval 
5 
It is 
'6- 
The val idi ty  of each of these effects (the diurnsl ,  
the latitude, and the positive correlatlm w i t h  gecmagnetic 
activity) is Independent of the absolute calibratian of the 
Electron Multiplier and depends d y  OQ the  fact  that the 
ELectrm Multiplier does  respaad only t o  a particle flux 
exceeding sme given intensity. 
SPECTRAL CKANGES 
A s  a f i n a l  point i n  t h i s  study, a remarkable spectral  
change is  usually observed when the intense l o w  energy electron 
fluxes are present. 
trapping boundary f o r  40 keV electrons. A t  l a t i tudes  l e s s  than 
the  la t i tude  of the trapping boundary the electron energy 
spectrum is  usually f a i r l y  "flat" between 10 keV and 40 keV. 
On the high la t i tude  side of the trapping boundary, the  spectral  
slope between 10 keV and 40 keV becomes extremely steep indicat- 
ing  the presence of a very sof t  electron spectrum. 
This  change i s  associated with the 
This spectral  change i s  observed on'both northbound and 
southbound passes and is therefore a spatial and not a temporal 
effect .  Figures 9 and 10 give an example of each tme of pass. 
U s i n g  the observation reported by O'Brien 
angular dis t r ibut ion of the directional electron flux tends 
t o  approach isotropy over the upper hemisphere at the a l t i tude  
of the satellite during intense precipitation events involving 
electrons with Ee - > 40 keV ( i n  Appendix 11, the  v d i d i t y  of 
applying t h i s  observation t o  the present study is  demonstrated), 
we can calculate spectral parameters using the Electron 
Multiplier (CY - 50") and SpL (CY - 90"). 
paxmeters is c=Ic1le%ed for  s q l e  Doints inside and outside 
that the 
A set of spectral  
the trapping boundary i n  both FlguFes 9 and 10. The parameter 
Eo is e-folding energy in a d i f f e r e n t i a l  eqonential spectral 
form (dN/dE = lo, 
in a differential puwer-law spectral farm (dlu/dE = KE-’). 
each figure, these pararneters demonstrate the remarkable 
softening of the electron energy spectrum between 10 keV and 
40 keV i n  cross- the 40 keV electraa trapping boundary. A 
m a r e  cmplete stMy of these spectral changes is n w  being 
performed aud w i l l  be discussed in greater detai l  in  a later 
paper. In  the presznt paper we only indicate the existence of 
these unusual spectral changes and leave the details  t o  a 
later paper. 
and the parameter y is the exponent 
In 
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In the present paper we have observed arrd discussed the 
f O l l W l n g  effects derived frau data of the Electron Multiplier 
detector 00 satellite Injun 3: 
1. The dbservation of‘ the existence of intense fluxes up 
to 109 electraw (an2 sec ster)-’ (see F- 1.2) of 
10 keV electrctus associated with the trapping bcrundary 
far 40 kev electrons. 
A large diurnal variation ia the frequency af 
occurrence for 3 (E, - ’> 10 keV) - 3 2.5 x 10 
electrons (cm sec ster).’. These events occur only 
during local night between 1700 hours and O7OO hours 
(Figure 6)* 
2. 
7 
2 
3.  A large latitude variation for the frequency of 
occurrence of‘ 3 (Ee - > 10 kev) - 3 2.5 x lo7 electraas 
(cm sec ster)”. These events occur only between 
58” and 76” invariant Utitude and seem t o  be strikingly 
similar in behavim t o  the frequency of Occurrence of 
aumrel light emission as a function of imraslant 
latitude (Figure 7) 
A strong positive correlation between the frequency of 
Occurrence 09 these intense low energy electrcm precipi- 
tat ion events and gemagnetic activity (Figure 8). 
2 
4, 
5. The existence of a large change in the slape of the 
electron energy spectrum between 10 keV end 4 0  keV 
associated w i t h  the t r a p p a  baundary for 40 keV 
electrarns during events af this  nsture. The ChaDge 
i s  frm a falrly hard spectrum inside the boundary 
t o  a very soft spectrum Just outside the boundary. 
We will now see how these results fit in with the prevlms 
observatlana which have been published cm law energy electrons in 
the auter Van Allen radiation bel t .  
The present study pravides a m e r  diurnal and latitude 
study of intense low enera electran preclpltatios events than 
any previously published study. There are a number of 
Individual observations of these intense precipitatian events 
with low altitude satellites which we will review. 
The single intense event reported by O'Brien and 
Laughlh 
between lnverlant latitudes of 'p" and Po on September 25, 
1961. !Be 'cp dai ly  sun for  that day was 3 3 q  the highest 
during the entire month. This event therefore I s  in agreement 
with the conclusions of the present study. 
occurred at approximafely lg00 hams local t h e  
Sharp et al. g9h7 reported the existence of large 
energy fluxes far five passes through the nurthern auroral. 
zone CQ March 1-3, 1962. !b ir  polar-orbiting satellite was 
fixed for this short period t o  local times of appraxbately 
2000 hcrurs since telemetry apparently was taken only over 
Alaska. These results then agree with those of the present paper, 
shasp et al. @@+y using a similar polar orbiting satellite 
observed precipitating electrons of energy greater than 80 ev 
a t  appraxlmately 0100 end 1300 hours local t i m e  every 
9 b n r l t e n  t b m ~ = h &  the Feriod frcan October 31 t o  Nwember 4, 
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1963. They observed that the tote precipitated energy was 
considerably larger (by approximately a factor of five) on 
the night side than on the day side. They noted that the to ta l  
precipitated energy correlated generally with the 
with the K index of a local statian near the sa te l l i t e  at  the 
time the data were taken. F h ~ d . l y  they reported that a pre- 
1Iminaz-y analysis shawed the spectral shape t o  be harder on 
the day side than on the night side in the northern auroral 
zone. All of these findings appear t o  be in agreement x i th  
the results of t h i s  payer. 
index and '6 
Results of a sanewhat different nature have been r e p e e d  
by lcrasovskii et al. E=. 
report l u g e  fluxes of 10 keV electrons precipitatltiag Into 
the atmosphere, three of the passes have local times which agree 
With results of the present study but a l l  four passes occur at 
much lower latitudes. In fact a majority of their responses 
occur inside the classical inner zone, L < 2.0 ( A C 45"). 
It appears that Ifrasovskii et al. are dealing with a different 
phenanenon thaa that of the present paper. Therefare the 
results of the present study appear t o  be in gene- agreement 
w i t h  more limited &servatlom published previously in the 
l i terature  at l aw satel l i te  altitudes. 
Of' the four passes on which they 
. 
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We suggest t h a t  these intense low energy electron 
fluxes found near the trapping boltldary for 40 keV electrons 
a t  l o w  satel l i te  a l t i tudes  are related t o  the intense fluxes 
of low energy electrons found by Gringauz e t  al. 
by Freeman 
earth. 
and 
a t  great distances on the night side of the 
34 
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As used here Egsgzaetic &xdl Time (MlZ) is defined as the 
angle betwzen the magnetic meridians which pass through the 
observation point and then through the sun. This definition 
corresponds t o  the definition of geamgnetic time given by 
Chamberlain am. - 
auroral data Eegard, l g g  and is used here t o  organize high 
latitude data frm a satell i te.  
Gecmgnetic time has been used t o  orgauize 
To calculate MLT we define the following quantities. 
4 
I& P be a unit vector directed f'ran the center of the earth 
t o  the observatim point. The observation point has local time 
c m i n a t e  ET and latitude coordinate A. Iet 2 be a 
unit vectar in the antisolar direction, and let  t be a 
unit  vector alw the axis of symmetry of the gecmgnetic 
field. Magnetic local time is  the angle of' intersection between 
the (P, S) plane cu3d the (P, m) plane. The relationship 
4 -  4 4  
between these vectors and the rotational axis of the earth 
(z) is shown in Figure 11. The angle 6 is the s o l a r  
declinatian. 
sense relative t o  
fr>oal magnetic time increases in the right hand 
ar~a is calculated using: 
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The branch of cos'' i s  determined fmn the sign of 
S x (3 x 2): MIF is betmen 0-12 hcws and 2-24 hours when 
s x (3 x f )  
* 
* 
is positive or negc,tive, respectively. 
lbe exis of s p e t r y  (f) of the gi-lanagnetlc field 
baa bean te'ze;l as the axis of the centered dipale  Etpproxbmtion 
for the gecmqpetic f i e l d .  The axis  points used axe those 
quoted by Chspmm and Bar%els /T94y, and are at 
& = 78.5" N latitade, 69" W lmgitude, and at 78.5' s 
latitsrde, 111" E loagitude. (ep in r j g a  u is equd to 
rt/2 - h.) A t  the highest Latitude reached by Injun 311 
(70.3") the nexirmrrn diffsrence between MET arid 3;T 5s 
+ 2.3 icurs. A t  hiGher Utitudes the effects of the displace- 
Dent o? the dipole frcm the  eerth's center kecane increasingly 
i m p m a t  tiad magsnlic iocal time shcruld be calcubted using 
the eccentric dlpcLe apprdmtion.  
- 
The definAt3n of megre%lc local time incorprates two 
symmch-ies t:L.ich mke it a useikl cow6inata for organizing 
measumxnts in the earth's mgmtoq2lere. The ir;terac-Lian of 
the solzr wid w i t h  the geomagnetic f i e l d  i s  invariant under 
the folfcrwlng aperatials: First ,  If the solar  wind velocity is 
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a l q  2 and the effect of the interplanetary magnetic field 
can be neglected then the system i s  invariant under a rotation 
about S, Second, to  the first order of appraximatlan for the  
4 
geamgnetic field the system is  invariant under a rotation of 
the earth abuut f. In successive ubservations ha- the same 
magnetic solar  declination (€& = sin 
the same spatial relationship relative t o  S and m are 
-1 -b S m) points having 
4 4 
equivalent far observing processes having time scales short 
cQnpsFed t o  the rotatiaaal period of' the earth. !Wee cuuments 
shuw the u t i l i t y  of using and m" t o  define a coordinate 
system for  analyzing magnetospheric data. A caWenient set 
09 c m i n a t e s  is far example: MET, invariant latitude A, 
In the text of this paper we have made the assumptian that 
the Electron Multiplier I s  measuring fluxes of 10 keV electrons 
and not similar fluxes of 50 keV protons. This assumption can- 
nab be proved but plausibility arguments can be given which 
apply t o  a maJority, but nut all ,  of the events observed. 
QA Injun 3, as ve previously mentioned, detector 1 is 
an qpen end, thin window, 2l3-type Geiger tube. It measures 
the flux of electrons w i t h  energy greater than 40 keV or the 
flux of' protons w i t h  energy greater than 500 keV, traveling 
perpendicular t o  the geunagnetic field line a t  the position of 
the satellite (a = 9" 2 13'). Detector 5 is similsr t o  
detector l b u t  measures fluxes which axe traveling down the 
field l ine (a = 0" + 43") . The SpL detectm measures only 
electruns w i t h  pitch angles of 90" - + 6" w h i c h  have energies 
between 40 keV and 55 keV. The responses of these detectors 
are presented in Figure 12 for two of the events used in the 
present paper. 
O'Brien - found that during intense precipitSticpl 
events imrolving electrons w i t h  Ee - > 40 keV, the aagular dis- 
tributlan of the directional electron flux tends t o  approach 
isetrqy m r  %he \fzl?,ner hemispher@ at the altitude of the 
39 
satel l i te .  In Mgure 3.2, since ja,. (Ee - > h0 keV or 
I$ 1, 500 keV) = jaao (Ee > 40 keV OT 
observe the effect reported by O'Brien /IgBf7. This means 
that & can cunpare the flux measured by the Electrcu 
Multiplier (a = 50" 2 loe)  with that measured by the 
a = 90" detectors. 
7 500 keV) we - 3- 
We also observed that jaqe (Ee 2 40 keV OT - 
(40 k e V  Ee455 keV). This means E P -  > 500 keV) = - 
that the total flux of' pratcms with E 
amall in c q a r i s c m  t o  the total flux of electrtxts with 
Ee > 40 keV. 
4.0 keV and in these two events is very steeply rising tasard 
> 500 keV is neglQibly 
P -  
The electron spectrum can be measured above - 
lower energies . 
It is argued that the Electron Multiplier must be 
respanding t o  electrans with Ee 3 10 k e V  since any other 
response wQuld entail a drastic change in the electron energy 
spectrum between 10 keV and 40 keV and w a d  require a proton 
- 
spectrum which has an unreasanably large slope between 50 keV 
and 500 keV. 
As a further argument, it is  noted that E m s  et al. 
faund that fluxes of protons precipitated into the 
auroral zones varied in a smooth m e r  (readings taken 
0.2 seconds asart) i n  contrast with the large intensity changes 
40 
i n  the electron fluxes measured simultaneausly. We observe 
f’ran Mgure E? that there are large intensity variatians i n  
times af the =der of a fraction of a second in the flux 
measured by the Electron Multgplier, again indicating that it is 
probably respandiug t o  the electraas and not t o  pratcms. 
Far the 84 Individual events used i n  this study, 
arguments of this Bind can be applied t o  72 ( - 86%) of‘ them. 
Four m o r e  had extremely soft spectrums and no determination 
could be made. The remaining eight events gave inconclusive 
argupnents of this nature but did indicate the presence of a 
large f’raction of electrons in the t o t a l  flux measured by 
detector 1. 
On the basis of these arguments we cmclude that the 
Electron Multiplier is responding t o  electrons w i t h  
Ee 3 10 keV for the events presented in the present paper. - 
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Figure 1. Four examples of the ELectm Multiplier respcose 
as a function of pitch angle, In each example the 
Electrca Multiplier respazse can be canpared t o  the 
SI>B response which is primarily due to penetrating 
protons and t o  bremsstrahlung. The large change in 
the SpB response in the laver right exmple is the 
result of the satellite's moving into a regia of 
higher intensity. These -1es demonstrate tht 
the Electran Multiplier i s  responding t o  particles. 
Figure 2. Results of the la f l igh t  callbratiaa of the Electron 
Multiplier. This I s  a plot of the in flight calibra- 
tion points listed in W l e  I along with the respmse 
predicted on the basis of preflight calibrations. 
Figure 3 Preflight and post-launch calibration af the Electrau 
Multiplier energy response fbct ion.  The difference in 
the respcmse Arnctians is prdbably due t o  cOntaminatian 
of the dynode surfaces of the multiplier by the 
a b s q t i a  of atmospheric gases prior t o  launch. 
Mgure 4. Maxinun Electron Multiplier responzses t o  direct 
sunlight during the active lifetime of In;lun 3. These 
responses denanstrated that the gain rem&ned ccmstaat 
and the foil remained intact for the Electroll Multiplier 
during the 10 monthlifetime of the satellite. 
Flgure 5. Polar plot far the occurrence of j (Ee > 10 keV) - > 2.5 x 107 electmas (cm sec ster1-l as 8 a t i o n  
of mRpnet3.c local t h e  and invariant latitude. 
-
2 
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Mgure 6. Frequency of Occurrence for 3 (Ee > 10 keV) - > 2.5 x 10 7 electrons (cm 2 sec ster)-’ as a -tion - 
of‘ magnetic local time. 
Figure 7. Frequency of occurrence for j (Ee 3 10 keV) - > 2.5 x 10 7 electrons (cm 2 see ster)- l  as a Function - 
of invariant latitude. 
m e  8. Frequency of occurrence for 3 (E, > 10 keV) - 
Z 2.5 x lo7 (a2 sec ster)” as a Function Or - 
geana3ne!tic activity, 
F’Qure 9. An example of a southbound pass demonstrating the 
large amout of saf ten ing  of the electron energy 
spectrum between 10 keV and 4.0 keV associated w i t h  
the 40 keV t r a p p i x  boundary. 
Figure 10. An -le of a northbound pass demmstrating the 
large amaunt of softenhg of the electron energy 
spectrum between 10 keV and 40 keV associated with 
the 40 keV trappjsg buundary. 
Figure ll. C o a r d l n a t e  system for the calculation 09 magnetic 
-B 
local time. R l e  the rotational =is of‘ the earth; 
S is a unit vector i n  the antisolar direction; 
m is a unit vector along the axis of symmetry of the 
geamagnetic f ie ld;  ~ n d  is  a unit v ctor *an the 
center of the earth t o  the observettian point, 
cr 
A 
Mgure 12, Two typical ELectrm Multiplier events, These 
events demonstrate that the probable response of the 
Electron Multlpller is t o  electrons with Ee 3 10 keV 
and not to  prutcms with > 50 keV. 
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